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MEETINGMINUTES& COMMENTS
November10, 2009

The November 10,2009 meeting was attended by 16
people.

Denny Miller, of the Small Business Development
Center, Gave an overview presentation about buying and
selling on E-Bay.

Rob Kinucan, KESKNQ gave an update on the
annual banquet for January 30, 2010. (See ANNUAL
BANQUET article.)
It was discussed that the club will mark their 3Sm year of
service as a community organi7ation on December 17,2009,
and agreed that special acknowledgement should be given to
the club founders. (See CHARTER MEMBERS article.)

There were a few more details firmed up for the
Santa Net. (See SANTA NET article.)

FIELD DAY RESULTS
Cnmching the numbers (more like bashing or

shredding,) from QST, here is what we find about our score in
Field Day 2009.

Classifications for field day begin with the number of
simultaneously operating stations. We have 2. The GOTA and
6-meter stations are not counted in the number of stations

operating at a group site. GOT A is limited to third party
operators and those who rarely operate UF. 6-meters is a
magic band that mayor may not be workable, the QSO
numbers are usually low if it is workable.

The second part of the classification is the type of
participant: A, B, C, 0, E, or F. A is clubs or groups 00 or
more operators. B is portable stations with I or 2 operators. C
is mobile. 0 is a home station on commercial power. E is a
home station on battery power. F is a station operating from an
EOC site.

First of all in 2A (our class), scores were listed in 3.
categories; 2A regular; 2A battery power only; 2A
commercial. Combining all 3 categories there were Soo teams.
(Don't send me e-mail! Thefirst of the QST article indicates
502 total 211participants. J counted the listings and came up
with 500. That u an error of less than ~%. I'm not going to
lookfor the discrepancy.) Of those SOOthe bighest score was
IS,ISO and the lowest was 106.Our ICOrewas 7,414. That
puts our score at 48.937% of the highest. Limited to the 2A
regular category only and we come up to 51.824% of that
highest score of 14,306.The IS,I50 was a 2A Battery
category station.

Now let's look at our placement. Of 440 regular
stations, we placed 3111,putting us at the top 7.045%. Looking
at all 500 2A teams, we placed 341h,putting us at the top 6.8%.

Alpine, Texas

Within the West Texas Section (WTX) class A
(clubs or groups) here are the scores from highest to lowest.

Midland ARC, 4A, KDSC I WSQGG
BBARC, 2A, KSFD
San Angelo ARC, 3A, WSQX I WSOLL
KSM Consortium, 3A, KSM
Panhandle ARC, 4A, WSWX
Lubbock ARES, IA, WSLBB
Arid Archers Ranch, IA, KSTRW
By these numbers we scored 76.81% of the bighest

WTX score. We placed at the top 28.57% of all wrx teams.
So these are some of the numbers, and some of the

ways to look at them, from our 2009 Field Day event
Regardless of our score, regardless of our placement,

HAMs and non-HAMs came to our operation center at the
Double Diamond Pavilion and participated in activities and
socialized together, and bad a great time. And having a good
time is what field day is all about.

The score doesn't matter. As we have just illustrated,
(to paraphrase the philosophy of an unknown philosopher;)
"There are 3 kinds of lies; lies, damned lies, and statistics."

9,652
7,414
3,134
1,754
1,312
764
242

CONTESTING
KESOO

"It's not a contest!"
"Is, too"
"Is not, it's an operating event"
"Y cab? Then bow come they keep score"

Around June each year, we hear that exchange
applied to Field Day. While most avid contesters wouldn't
consider Field Day a contest, it is far and away the largest
operating event in the world. Thousands of amateurs in the
U.S. and Canada (and now other countries) participate. And
many contesters credit Field Day with lighting the competitive
fire that drives contest participation,

So if Field Day isn't a contest, what is? And how are
they different?

I think the biggest difference between Field Day and
a major contest, like the ARRL Sweepstakes, is the way we
approach it. The stated purpose of Field Day is to allow us to
put ourselves in a position to operate under emergency
conditions i.e. with portable stations, power and antennas.
Unless you are going to a OX location, you are more than
likely going to use your home station. One that you have spent
years and money improving...specifically to use for
contesting.
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